FORM FOLLOWS PERFECTION

Three words that change how we think, create and produce: Form Follows Function. It is a principle that equates to a revolution. No form and no function can be considered in isolation. What distinguishes AXOR is greater. Not ending the developmental process until there’s nothing left to be added or removed. Until the product is more than the combination of form and function. With this aspiration in mind, we develop, design and produce taps, showers and accessories. For bathrooms and kitchens. With the world’s best designers. Full of pioneering innovations without compromises. In perfection.

axor-design.com
Avantgarde in design. Immaculate in appearance. A captivating water experience. AXOR products are the ultimate in shower design. A homage to the precious element water. Every drop is perfectly shaped. Precisely. Revitalising, energising, powerful. Gentle, enveloping and sensual. A perfect design object for the body. And the soul. And the room. Making the shower a place to be savoured. Luxury. In perfection.

A perfect example:
AXOR ShowerHeaven 1200 / 300 4jet. Water taking centre stage. Unique. In every dimension.
Luxury taken to a new level. The AXOR ShowerHeaven is a new archetype in the shower. With maximum appeal. And scope. Where water takes the stage. And assumes a variety of forms: from revitalising jets to soothing shower rain. Including the gentle PowderRain – the latest AXOR innovation in water design. An elegant ballet. Borne of precise mechanics. Adapted optimally to the user.

Design: Phoenix Design
A soft rain in the shower. Gently enveloping like a protective coat. Soothing the soul. Quiet and soft, yet powerful.

PowderRain is the fruit of intensive research. A result that was unthinkable before, with finest silicone nozzles lending water elegance in small drops. Precisely distributed – a unique feeling. Like a cocoon of water. In perfection.

POWDERRAIN.

GENTLY ENVELOPED.
IN PERFECTION.
The epitome of luxury: the AXOR overhead shower. Clarity equals purism. The majesty of the circular design captures the room. Its edges finely milled and turned. Premium craftsmanship in pure metal. The AXOR overhead shower 350 comes with the spray innovation PowderRain. Enveloping the body in fine drops. A masterpiece of design and water.

Design: Phoenix Design
A lavish control system for the water’s journey.
In the purist pipe design. The original means of transporting water. Newly interpreted with two Select buttons for easy and precise operation of the overhead or hand shower. With a thermostat.
And a spacious shelf made of finest mirror glass.
Water design in its most exquisite form: the innovative, gentle PowderRain. Unique lightness. In perfection.

Design: Phoenix Design
Reduction creates a new dimension. The thermostat with premium mirror shelf as a surface-mounted variant. Fusing unseen with the overhead shower. Including Select technology. In this combination, it controls the innovative PowderRain spray mode. Concealed within the wall. Consistently purist at the bathtub as well.

Design: Phoenix Design
AXOR OVERHEAD SHOWER
250 / 580 AND 460 / 300

Geometric clarity. Striking – right down to the very last detail. The defining shape of the rectangle. From the overhead shower to the wall or ceiling plate. Made of pure metal, the jet disc produces a variety of sprays: from the flood jet for gentle neck massages and the concentrated powerful mono jet to the sensual rain sprays – depending on the version. One hundred per cent energisation. One hundred per cent regeneration.

Design: Phoenix Design
AXOR THERMOSTATIC MODULE SELECT

The technical counterpart to the element of water. The AXOR thermostatic module Select. Clear in appearance, impressive in performance. Timeless, elegant. Perfect integration in the room. Intuitively easy to use thanks to its large Select buttons. For three to five outlets or spray modes depending on the version. Precise switching at the push of a button. Purely mechanical. With integrated thermostat and porter unit. Monumental in combination with AXOR ShowerHeaven.

Design: Phoenix Design
Flat. Soft. Planar. The monolithic control element and the hand shower of the AXOR One shower set. Interactive design par excellence. All thanks to the innovative Select technology. On the control element, two large paddles manage the shower jets. On the hand shower, the Select button changes the spray mode. Together, they form a magnificent water feature with gentle shower jets and a wide, soft band of water.

Design: Barber & Osgerby
Simplicity of forms. The aesthetics of construction. The original purists let things speak for themselves. AXOR Uno perfects purism. With pipes, the most elemental means of transporting water. Simplest design. Perfectly executed. Subtly raised to the golden ratio. This ascetic form exudes a unique radiance. At the wash basin. In the shower. At the bathtub. Radically functional. Radically purist. In perfection.

Design: Phoenix Design
Maximum ergonomics, minimal design. The loop-handle. Or the Select button. The purist form of operation. Outstanding. In form. And function.
The elevation of purism. The floor-standing basin mixer – sculptured to perfection. Refined with the exclusive Polished Brass surface: elevation one step further.
The innovative Select technology is perfection itself. It opens and closes the mixer at the touch of a button.

Operation reduced to the bare minimum: on and off. Separate from the temperature handle. As with the single-lever basin mixer. With the operating button on the spout at the front. Purity in its finest form.
The ultimate in floor-standing mixers: AXOR Uno. Purism in its purest form at the free-standing bathtub. With separate or integrated operation.

Design: Phoenix Design
The evolution of industrial design: modern lever handles. Supple-
menting the repertoire of the classic cross handles. A modern
interpretation overall: the three-hole mixer with high spout and
lever handles. Unfailingly classical, with low spout and typical
cross handles.
Simplicity in function. With a system. As with the AXOR Montreux showerpipe, with clearly separate control elements for overhead shower and hand shower.
AXOR UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES

Modularity in perfection. New accessories to supplement the versatile system: shelf (150 mm), bath towel rail, shower door handle and toilet paper holder. The complete overview: axor-design.com